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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an eﬃcient non-linear task workload prediction mechanism incorporated with a fair scheduling algorithm
for task allocation and resource management in Grid computing. Workload prediction is accomplished in a Grid middleware approach
using a non-linear model expressed as a series of ﬁnite known functional components using concepts of functional analysis. The coefﬁcient of functional components are obtained using a training set of appropriate samples, the pairs of which are estimated based on
a runtime estimation model relied on a least squares approximation scheme. The advantages of the proposed non-linear task workload
prediction scheme is that (i) it is not constrained by analysis of source code (analytical methods), which is practically impossible to be
implemented in complicated real-life applications or (ii) it does not exploit the variations of the workload statistics as the statistical
approaches does. The predicted task workload is then exploited by a novel scheduling algorithm, enabling a fair Quality of Service oriented resource management so that some tasks are not favored against others. The algorithm is based on estimating the adjusted fair
completion times of the tasks for task order selection and on an earliest completion time strategy for the grid resource assignment. Experimental results and comparisons with traditional scheduling approaches as implemented in the framework of European Union funded
research projects GRIA and GRIDLAB grid infrastructures have revealed the outperformance of the proposed method.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Today we experience an increasingly need for collaboration, data sharing, and other modes of interaction that
involve multiple heterogeneous and geographically distributed resources, including supercomputers, PC’s, PDA’s,
workstations, storage systems, databases, and special purpose applications with various requirements (CPU, I/O,
or memory) [1]. For this reason, new abstractions and concepts should be introduced at network architecture and
middleware level to allow applications to access and share
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resources or services in an eﬃcient manner. Computational
Grid is a new computing paradigm which supports the
sharing, interconnection, and use of diverse resources in
dynamic computing systems to deliver services under a
transparent, integrated, and distributed computing infrastructure [1,2].
It is envisioned that Next Generation Networks (NGN)
will be enhanced with features that would advance the networks operators’ perspectives for a richer set of capabilities
regarding the management, Quality of Service (QoS) control and exploitation of their resources. This will allow
the provision of attractive stringent services reaching the
highest user expectations. Consequently, this trend aims
to design a network architecture that will be ﬂexible, scalable, robust, and optimized, and will be able to support
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also appropriate interfaces to the emerging Grid environments in an eﬃcient, integrated, and transparent manner.
Up to now, the Grid application requirements are implemented solely in the Grid middleware while the network
plays the role of a transport layer for enabling communication between two endpoints. Grid infrastructures can provide services in many areas and in a way that will utilize
features and services of the network middleware layer.
Thus, the intersection point of the Next Generation Networks and Grids is expected to be located in the middleware since it will establish the communication between
these two, unrelated so far, layers.
The ability to provide an agreed upon QoS is important
for the success of the Grid, since, without it, users may be
reluctant to pay for services or contribute resources to
Grids. There are generally two types of QoS attributes:
the quantitative (such as network latency, CPU performance, and storage capacity), and the qualitative (i.e., service reliability and user satisfaction) for a Grid
infrastructure. The qualitative characteristics are important
but it is diﬃcult to measure them objectively. In Grids the
common QoS aspects include exclusive access to resources,
number of CPUs utilized, reliability, ease of access, fairness, etc. However, the most important attribute is the satisfaction of a task’s deadline set by the user, since it is the
criterion of satisfying business contracts with hard time
limits [3]. To provide, however, guarantees of the negotiated QoS requirements, the Grid infrastructure should be
enhanced with appropriate and eﬃcient scheduling and
resource management mechanisms, specifying how Grid
middleware can provide resource coordination for client
applications transparently. This need has been conﬁrmed
by the Global Grid Forum (GGF) in the special working
group dealing with the area of scheduling and resource
management for Grid computing [4].
In this paper, we present an approach for workload prediction based on extracting appropriate descriptors (features) able to characterize a task’s computational
complexity. Therefore, our scheme is valid for speciﬁc
applications or for a class of applications of similar properties, such as the 3D image rendering algorithms or the ﬁnite
elements structuring methods which have been studied
under the framework of the GRIA project. Task workload
prediction is performed using a generalized non-linear
model between the extracted descriptor and the respective
task computational complexity. The use of simple linear
or non-linear models of speciﬁc type – exponential, logarithmic – is not adequate to provide a suﬃcient estimate
of the workload of real-life applications since there is no
simple linear relationship, which associates the application
descriptors (extracted for representing the computational
complexity) to the actual task computational load.
Although the use of linear approaches can accurately predict the task workload for some speciﬁc applications [5],
these methods cannot be applied for the applications considered in our work since they involve among others
parameters of pre-measured executions on idle machines.

For this reason, we use the non-linear relationship among
the descriptors extracted to describe the computational
complexity of the task and the respective task workload.
Using concepts derived from functional analysis, the generalized non-linear model is expanded as a series of known
ﬁnite functional components [6,7]. Then, the coeﬃcients
of each component are estimated based on a training set of
representative samples, so that an eﬃcient approximate
of the non-linear relationship between the extracted descriptors and the respective task workload is obtained.
For the scheduler implementation, a fair policy is adopted, using a Max–Min fair sharing algorithm [8]. The scheduling scheme consists of two diﬀerent phases; the ﬁrst refers
to the order that the tasks are assigned for execution (task
queuing order phase), while the second determines the processor on which the tasks are scheduled (processor assignment phase). In the proposed fair scheduling algorithm,
which is called Adjusted Fair Task Order (AFTO), the task
queuing order is selected with respect to the task adjusted
fair completion times. The most appropriate processor that
the tasks are assigned for execution is selected using the
Earliest Completion Time (ECT) strategy, modiﬁed so that
processor capacity gaps are taken into account.
This rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of related works for the various topics that are addressed in the scope of this paper. Section 3
presents the problem formulation and the notation of the
paper. Section 4 discusses the non-linear model used for
task workload prediction, the method used for training
the model, as well as the way of constructing the training
set. In this section, we also present how the task workload
is estimated from the actually measured task runtime. The
Grid fair scheduling algorithms adopted in the proposed
Grid architecture are reported in Section 5, while Section
6 illustrates the experimental results. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.
2. Related work
Several toolkits and Grid middleware approaches have
been designed and developed addressing the need to reﬂect
and consider the QoS requirements of users that submit
their tasks in a Grid infrastructure. The most well known
toolkit for Grid computing is Globus [9]. Globus addresses
a wide range of metacomputing issues including heterogeneous environments and includes software services and
libraries for resource monitoring, discovery, and management. Development, implementation, and evaluation of
mechanisms that support high throughput computing
(HTC) on a large collections of distributed computing
resources is also addressed in the framework of Condor
project [10]. The Grid version of Condor, called CondorG, uses Globus toolkit to manage Grid jobs [11]. While
Condor has been designed to run jobs within a single administrative domain Globus toolkit has been designed to
run jobs across many administrative domains. Condor-G
combines the strengths of both. Condor-G introduces grid
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scheduler and manager to allow full-featured queuing services, credential manager, and fault-tolerance issues. The
Grid Application Development Software (GrADS) tool
aims at simplifying distributed heterogeneous computing
in the same way that the World Wide Web simpliﬁes information sharing over the Internet [12]. In the applicationlevel scheduling is performed by minimizing the application
execution time of a set of potentially shared resources.
Instead, in the meta-scheduling level, many applications
are considered at once to improve the overall system
performance.
Apart from the aforementioned Grid infrastructures, several works have been reported in the literature dealing with
scheduling and resource allocation management in Grid
computing. The main goal of these approaches is to enhance
the Grid infrastructure with mechanisms able to guarantee
the negotiated QoS parameters. In [12] extension of the
scheduling algorithm of GrADS tool is discussed by (i) introducing more sophisticating clustering and data mining
schemes, (ii) reducing the computational complexity, and
(iii) providing a single-site scheduling in case of invalidation
of multi-site recourse selection. The scheduling objective of
[13] is to minimize the total completion time of the tasks.
Since minimization of task completion time in a multiprocessor scheduling environment is a NP-hard problem, scheduling heuristics are discussed and compared with each other in
this work. Genetic algorithms methods are presented in
[14,15] for minimizing the total task completion time. The
algorithms model the scheduling process as a genetic evolution and estimate at which Grid resource a task should be
assigned for execution so that the completion time is minimized. The scheme is evaluated with heuristic scheduling
strategies. Evaluation of diﬀerent scheduling mechanisms
for Grid computing is also presented in [16], such as the First
Come First Serve (FCFS), the Largest Time First (LTF), the
Largest Cost First (LCF), the Largest Job First (LJF), the
Largest Machine First (LMF), the Smallest Machine First
(SMF), and Minimum Eﬀective Execution Time (MEET).
A very interesting work on Grid scheduling implementation
steps is presented in [17].
Task workload prediction is performed using either a
statistical or an analytical model. In the statistical
approach, the application is analyzed and the application
parameters that aﬀect the execution time are determined.
In each resource, a number of scenarios using diﬀerent
parameter values are executed by the application and the
results are classiﬁed into groups which are depended on
the input parameters, and the technology and conﬁguration of the resources [18]. When a scenario of the speciﬁc
application is submitted for execution, the system classiﬁes
the task according to the value range of the input application speciﬁc parameters. According to this classiﬁcation
and the particular resource, the system returns an estimate
of the task runtime. The main diﬃculty of these approaches
is that they statistically describe the computational complexity of the submitted tasks not the complexity of an
individual task requesting for service.
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The analytical method for runtime estimation can be
applied with much better results than the statistical one,
especially in heterogeneous computer systems, but it is
required to have analysis of the application code. The basic
procedures that aﬀect the execution time of the application
are chosen and the execution time is measured for each different platform. Since the execution time of individual processes is known in a given platform, then the estimation of
the total execution time can be directly calculated for the
speciﬁc application scenario [19,20]. However, the main
drawback of the analytical approaches is that they refer
to a known source code.
A drawback of the previously mentioned approaches is
that (i) scheduling is performed without taken into account
fair considerations and (ii) they use simple workload prediction algorithms. For example, the works of [13–15] try to
minimize the total completion time by dropping overdemanded tasks (e.g., tasks of high workload and short
deadlines), which is not a fair policy. In addition, statistical
estimation of the task workload may result in a signiﬁcant
deviation of the actual task workload to the predicted one.
On the other hand, the analytical approaches assume a
known source code and they cannot provide satisfactory
results for complex real-life applications, where the generated source code is diﬃculty analyzed. These two aspects
are confronted in this paper by introducing (a) a fair sharing scheduling policy and (b) a highly non-linear model for
workload prediction using concepts derived form functional analysis.
Fair scheduling schemes have been extensively studied in
the networking area, especially for scheduling packet ﬂows
over Internet routers. Towards this direction, the Generalized Processor Sharing scheme (GPS) has been proposed
for fair scheduling over packet switched networks [21].
The GPS algorithm can provably provide guarantees on
the delay and bandwidth of a session in a network of
switches, but cannot be implemented in practice. For this
reason, it is emulated by the Weighted Fair Queuing
(WFQ) algorithm [22], which exploits concepts of the
Max–Min Fair sharing scheme [8].
3. Problem formulation and notation
3.1. Resource parameters
Let us assume that a Grid infrastructure consists of M
resources. The performance of a Grid resource is expressed
with the resource parameter vector rj, j = 1, 2, . . . , M
rj ¼ ½rj;1 ; rj;2 ; . . . ; rj;m 

T

ð1Þ

the elements of which rj,k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, indicate independent internal processes of the jth resource that aﬀect its
performance. Usually, three parameters (m = 3) are
suﬃcient for characterizing the performance of a Grid resource; the CPU speed, the average memory I/O and the
average disk I/O rate. These parameters usually refer as
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computational parameters of the jth Grid resource [23].
Extension to additional resource parameters, such as the
communication (e.g., the Send and the Receive Communication Bandwidth both measured in Kbytes/s) and availability
parameters (e.g., the Minimum Free Memory (in MB) and
the Minimum Free Disk Space (in KB)), can straightforwardly be included in the following analysis.
For the evaluation of the CPU speed, the Million Floating Point Operations per second (MFLOPS/s) are used
since it is a performance measure independent of the
CPU architecture, thus allowing comparisons among different CPUs [23]. On the other hand, the memory performance is evaluated through the average rates of MB/s
requiring for read and/or write on the resource memory
[24,25]. Similarly, the hard disk performance is measured
as the average read/write disk Input/Output (I/O) bandwidth (deﬁned as the average I/O Kbytes/s) [24].
The resource vector rj is estimated through a benchmarking process that can be applied in the same way for
every heterogeneous resource platform comprising the
Grid, and provides thus a way to compare the performance
of heterogeneous resources. By using the same parameters
for every heterogeneous resource platform we can incorporate diﬀerent platforms on the system and we can deﬁne a
cost of use per performance unit.
The benchmarking process is repeated at constant short
time intervals, say s, to handle the cases of time-varying
resource parameters that are dynamically change through
time. In this case, the resource parameter vector is
expressed with a time variable s, as rj (s), to indicate the
time varying behavior of the resource parameter vector.
In the following analysis, we assume a given time s to simplify the notation of rj (s) as rj.

The elements of si,j j = 1, . . . , n of (3) describe particular
features of the task that aﬀect its computational load. Variable n refers to the number of the descriptors used. For
example, in case we refer to tasks derived from 3D rendering applications, the descriptors si,j could be the image resolution, number of polygons, number of light sources and
so on, as it is described in [26]. It is clear that tasks of different applications require diﬀerent descriptors to characterize their workload [26]. The proposed scheme is
applied in cases where we have tasks that incorporate
descriptors, which means tasks comprising of input ﬁles
and user speciﬁed parameters which inﬂuence the computational workload of the task itself when it is to be executed.
Although it is not required to know the source code of the
application, an analysis, for engineering purposes, is mandatory for the input ﬁles and parameters whenever a new
application is going to be integrated in the Grid. This approach is more suitable than the case of having known
source code, since it preserves on one hand the conﬁdentiality of a company’s source code, and on the other hand it
can be based only on speciﬁc patterns and speciﬁcations of
input ﬁles while using the user’s input in a transparent way.

3.2. Workload parameters

3.4. Task runtime

Let us now assume a task, say Ti, allocated for execution
in a Grid infrastructure and let us denote as xi a vector
which describes the workload of the task Ti. Vector xi is
independent from the resource on which the task Ti is
assigned for execution. It only depends on the application
type that this task belongs to and the respective task complexity. In other words and using physics terminology, the
parameters xi express the ‘‘work’’ that task Ti requires for.
Therefore, the xi is independent from the capacity of a
machine that is used for producing the ‘‘work’’ xi.
The workload parameters, expressed by vector xi, are
deﬁned in association with the resource parameters of
Eq. (1). Since in this paper we use three computational
parameters for evaluating the performance of a Grid
resource, xi is a 3-element vector expressed as

Let us now denote as ti;j the runtime of task Ti on the
jth Grid resource. Let us also assume, for simplicity, that
there is no overlap between the various internal processes
(i.e., the CPU, the memory, and the hard disk) that aﬀect
the task execution. A similar approach of independent
computational parameters is also adopted in [23]. Then,
the total execution time of a task equals the sum of individual execution times of each of the speciﬁc internal process.
Since in our case, we have taken into account three diﬀerent processes for evaluating the performance of a Grid
resource, i.e., the CPU, the memory and the hard disk
speed, the total runtime for executing task Ti on the jth
resource is given by

xi ¼ ½xi;1 ; xi;2 ; xi;3 T .

(in MB) and the average disk I/O amount (in KB) per task
Ti similarly to the elements of the resource vector rj.
3.3. Task workload description parameters
Vector xi is estimated by a workload predictor module
using appropriate descriptors extracted from the task Ti.
Let us denote as si the vector containing the descriptor
parameters of task Ti:
T

si ¼ ½si;1 ; si;2 ; . . . ; si;n  .

ð3Þ

ðrunÞ

ðrunÞ

ti;j

¼

m
X

ðpÞ

ti;j ;

ð4Þ

p¼1

ð2Þ

The elements xi,k, k = 1, 2, 3 correspond to the CPU
instructions per task (in Million Floating Point Operations-MFLOP), the average memory I/O amount per task

ðpÞ

where ti;j , p = 1, 2, 3 refers to the individual execution times
of the three diﬀerent internal processes of the task.
ðpÞ
The individual execution times ti;j are estimated through
the resource parameters rj,p of the j resource along with the
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respective workload of the task xi,p. In particular, we have
that
xi;p
ðP Þ
ti;j ¼
.
ð5Þ
rj;p

tive three computational parameters that assemble the task
workload [see Eq. (2)].
The main diﬃculty in implementing Eq. (6) is that g(Æ) is
actually unknown. Using concepts derived from functional
analysis, we can model the unknown function g(Æ) as a
parametric relationship of ﬁnite known functional components, within any degree of accuracy [6], that is
!
L
P
X
X
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
vl  U l
wk;l ðsi;k Þ ; 8m ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð7Þ
gm ðsi Þ 

A block diagram of the above mentioned architecture
comprising the Grid middleware approach is presented in
Fig. 1. As is observed, the architecture consists of the ﬁve
modules. The Task Load Description, which is responsible
for estimating the descriptor parameters si, the Grid
Resource Description, which is used for benchmarking the
Grid resources to obtain their capacities, the Run-Time
Estimation responsible for estimating the task run time
on a resource, the Workload Prediction used for forecasting
task workload using the descriptor vector si and the Grid
Scheduler, which is used for selecting the task order and
the respective processor that a task is assigned for
execution.

l¼1
ðmÞ
vl

To estimate the task workload xi, a predictor is required,
able to forecast the task actual load based on a set of several descriptors, appropriate extracted to represent the task
computational complexity. This approach assumes that the
type of the application is known instead of the task code
itself as it happens in the analytical schemes. Let us recall
that for each task Ti several descriptors are extracted to
represent the task computational complexity and included
in a feature vector, say si. An example of the way that
the descriptors are extracted in case of 3D image rendering
tasks is presented in Section 6. The exact type and number
of the elements of vector si depends on the application that
the tasks derive from. In the most general case, the extracted descriptors are related to the actual task workload
through a non-linear relationship as
T

T

k¼1
ðmÞ
wk;l

and
refer to the model parameters of the unwhere
known functional elements, gm(Æ), m = 1, 2, 3, while the
Uml ðÞ to the functional components. Eq. (7) indicates that
the functions gm(Æ) is expanded as a linear relation of the
ðmÞ
non-linear functional components Ul ðÞ, whose inputs
are linear relations of descriptor parameters si. In Eq. (7),
variable L expresses the approximation order of functions
gm(Æ). It is clear that the approximation precision increases,
as the order L increases, at the expense of an increase in the
number of parameters [6].
ðmÞ
The most familiar class of functional components Ul ðÞ
is the sigmoid functions, which are equal to

4. Task workload prediction

xi ¼ ½xi;1 xi;2 xi;3  ¼ ½g1 ðsi Þg2 ðsi Þg3 ðsi Þ ¼ gðsi Þ;

ðmÞ

Ul ðxÞ ¼ 1=ð1  expða  xÞÞ;

4.1. Training set construction
ðmÞ

S ¼ f. . . ; ðsi ; xi Þ; . . .g;

where g(Æ) = [g1(Æ) g2(Æ) g3(Æ)] is a vector-valued function,
the elements of which gi(Æ), i = 1, 2, 3 express the non-linear
relationships between the input descriptors and the respec-

Grid Scheduler
Workload
Prediction

~
xi

Scheduling
Resource Allocation

x̂i
Runtime
Estimation

ð9Þ

where the pairs (si, xi) contain the description of a task
complexity along with the respective workload for the
ith task. To provide a robust estimation of the model

Task Load
Characterization

Task Load
Description

ðmÞ

Estimation of the model parameters vl and wk;l can be
obtained using a training set of representative samples. In
particular, let us denote as S a set, which contains selected
representative samples that are used to model the nonlinear input-output relationship g(Æ). The set S has the form of

ð6Þ

si

ð8Þ

where a is a constant which regulates the curve steepness.
Thus, P · L parameters are required to approximate functions gm(Æ).

T

Ti
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Task scheduling

rj
)
ti(,run
j

Grid
Resource
Description

rj

Grid Resources

Fig. 1. The proposed middleware approach for enhancing Grid enabled architectures.
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ðmÞ

ðmÞ

parameters vl and wk;l , several representative samples are
selected and included in the training set S.
The main diﬃculty in constructing the training set S, i.e.,
the samples (si, xi), is the reliable estimation of the actual task
workload as expressed by the vector xi. This is due to the fact
that what we can measure is the actual task execution time on
ðrunÞ
a particular resource, i.e., ti;j , along with the speciﬁc
resource capacity, rj instead of vector xi. Thus, vector xi
can be estimated using the resource vectors rj and the task
ðrunÞ
runtime ti;j on several resources as described in following.
4.2. Workload estimation
Using Eqs. (4) and (5), we can express the total execuðrunÞ
tion time ti;j of the task Ti on the jth resource as
ðrunÞ

ti;j

¼

3
X
xi;p
¼ xi .=rj ;
r
p¼1 j;p

ð10Þ

where the symbol ./ is the division of the elements of vector
xi = [xi,1 xi,2 xi,3]T with the respective elements of the vector
rj = [rj,1 rj,2 rj,3]T (i.e., element by element division).
To provide a reliable estimation of vector xi, we execute
a given task Ti over all M available Grid resources and calðrunÞ
culate the respective task runtimes, i.e., the ti;j , for all
j = 1, 2, . . . , M. Since, vector xi depends only on the task
Ti and not on the resource on which the task is assigned
^i , is
for execution, the optimal estimate of vector xi, say x
given by minimizing the following error (least squares)
^i ¼ arg min E
x

ð11Þ

xi 2R3

with E ¼

M
X
ðrunÞ
ðrunÞ
T
ðxi  ti;j  rj Þ  ðxi  ti;j  rj Þ.
j¼1

^i which minimizes Eq. (11) is givThe optimal estimate x
en by diﬀerentiating Eq. (11) with respect to vector xi and
dE
then setting the derivatives equal to zero, i.e., dx
¼ 0. In
i
^
this case, the optimal estimate xi is given as
^i ¼
x

has been used, for training based on the Marquardt–Levenberg algorithm [27]. This method has been selected due to
its eﬃciency and fast convergence, since it was designed
to approach second order training speed without having
to compute the Hessian matrix. Other types of training
algorithms can be adopted for estimating the parameters
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
vl and wk;l , such as the ones presented in [28].
To increase the generalization performance of the workload predictor, i.e., its prediction performance for data outside the training set, the cross validation method is adopted
during the training. According to this technique, the training data are divided into two subsets; the one used for
training and the one used for evaluating the training performance (validation set). The error on the validation set
is monitored during the training phase. Normally, this
error decreases as the number of training iterations increases, as the error in the training set does. However, when data
overﬁtting is noticed, the error on the validation set begins
to increase and the training phase is terminated. This point
is called early stopping and deﬁnes the most appropriate
time instance that the training phase should be completed
[29].
4.4. Task runtime prediction
The aforementioned non-linear model is used to predict
the workload (and thus the runtime) of a task that is
requesting for service to a processor. Then, the predicted
information is used by the Grid scheduler so as to assign
the tasks to the available processors.
For this reason, initially description values are extracted
from a task Ti and included in the vector si. Then, using the
model presented in Eq. (7), (the model parameters have
been already optimally estimated using the samples of the
training set S and the training algorithm), a prediction of
the task workload is obtained as
!
L
P
X
X
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
ðmÞ
~i ¼
vl  U l
wk;l ðsi;k Þ ;
ð13Þ
x
l¼1

M
1 X
ðrunÞ

t
 rj .
M j¼1 i;j

ð12aÞ

From (12a), we can measure the estimated task runtime
as
^tðrunÞ
^i .=rj .
¼x
i;j

ð12bÞ

Having estimated in an optimal way the task workload,
we can construct the samples of the training set used to
approximate the parametric weights (i.e., the coeﬃcients)
of Eq. (7). Thus, the actual set S is constructed by pairs
^i Þ, where the estimated task workload x
^i
of the form ðsi ; x
has been optimally obtained using Eq. (12a).
4.3. Non-linear model training
ðmÞ

ðmÞ

Using the training set S, the parameters vl and wk;l of
Eq. (7) are estimated. In our case, a second order method

k¼1

~i , we denote the predicted workload of the task
where as x
Ti.
Then, the respective task runtime is provided by the following equation:
~tðrunÞ
~i .=rj ;
¼x
i;j

ð14Þ

~tðrunÞ
i;j

where
corresponds to the predicted runtime for the
task Ti on the jth Grid resource.
5. Fair grid scheduling algorithms
Let us assume that at a given time, N tasks are to be
~i , i = 1, 2, . . ., N.
scheduled with a predicted workload x
Let us also assume that each task is characterized by a
deadline Di, which is the desirable time that the task should
complete its execution. Let us also denote as di,j the earliest
time at which it is feasible for the task Ti to start execution
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on processor j. The di,j is calculated from the communication delays between the user and processor j (e.g., the time
that elapses between a decision is made by the resource
manager to assign task Ti to processor j, and the arrival
of all ﬁles necessary to run task Ti to processor j) and from
the time that processor j is ready for executing the task Ti
(e.g., the processor may execute other tasks). Then, the
demanded computation rate Xi of the task Ti is deﬁned as
follows:
Xi ¼

k~
xi k
;
D i  di

ð15Þ

where di is the weighted average of di,j over all processors
PM
j¼1 dij  krj k
di ¼ PM
.
ð16Þ
j¼1 krj k
In the following analysis, we assume that the tasks are
non-preemptable and non-interruptible, i.e., when they start
execution on a machine they run continuously on that
machine until completion. We also assume that time-sharing is not available and a task served on a processor
occupies 100% of the processor capacity. The tasks do
not have any inter-dependencies and so they can not block
the execution of each other. For the purpose of our scheduling algorithms two diﬀerent phases are considered; In the
ﬁrst phase, we determine the order in which the tasks are
assigned for execution (the ‘‘queuing order’’ phase) while
in the second phase, we determine the processor on which
each task is scheduled (the ‘‘processor assignment’’ phase).
5.1. Task queuing order selection
The most widely used algorithm for task order selection
is the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) method, also known as
the deadline driven rule [30]. This method dictates that at
any point the system must assign the highest priority to
the task with the most imminent deadline. The concept
behind the EDF scheme is that it is preferable to serve ﬁrst
the most urgent tasks (i.e., the task with the earliest deadline) and then serve the remaining tasks according to their
urgency. However, this queuing order selection algorithm
does not make any attempt to handle the tasks requesting
for service in a fair way. For example, tasks with relative
urgency may be favored against the remaining tasks,
regardless of the respective workload. In addition, using
an EDF scheduling scheme, there is no motivation for a
user to specify a honest deadline, since tasks of late deadlines are given low priority. To overcome the aforementioned diﬃculties, an alternative approach is presented in
this section, by handling tasks requesting for service with
respect to their fair completion times.
5.1.1. Fair rates estimation
Based on the demanded rates of the tasks, the task fair
rates are estimated using the Max–Min fair sharing method
[8]. Intuitively, in the non-weighted max–min fair sharing
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scheme, all users are given an equal share of the total
resources, unless some of them do not need their whole
share, in which case unused resources are divided equally
among the remaining ‘‘bigger’’ users in a recursive way.
The fair sharing is accomplished by the total oﬀered processor capacity as measured by
C¼

M
X

krj k;

ð17Þ

j¼1

where we recall that rj is the resource vector of the jth Grid
resource.
In the weighted modiﬁcation, a weight, say wi, is
assigned for each task, which deﬁnes the priority of the
ith task. More speciﬁcally, the fair computational task
rates, say fi, are estimated using the following equations:
Pn

Xi
if X i < wi  k¼0 OðkÞ;
P
P
fi ðnÞ ¼
nP0
wi  nk¼0 OðkÞ if X i P wi  nk¼0 OðkÞ;
ð18Þ
where
OðnÞ ¼

C

PN

i¼1 fi ðn  1Þ
;
~
N ðnÞ

nP1

ð19Þ

wi ;

ð20Þ

and
~;
Oð0Þ ¼ C=N

~ ¼
with N

N
X
i¼1

where fi (n) is the fair rates of the ith task at the nth iteration of the algorithm, while Ñ (n) is the sum of the weights
of the tasks whose assigned fair rates are smaller than their
demanded computation rates at the beginning of the nth
iteration of the algorithm, that is:
X
~ ðnÞ ¼
~ ð0Þ
N
wi : for all i : X i > fi ðn  1Þ and N
i

~.
¼N

ð21Þ

The process is terminated at an iteration no at which either
O (no) = 0 or card {Ñ (no)} = 0. Therefore, the estimated
task fair rates are given by
fi ¼ fi ðg0 Þ:

ð22Þ

Example: To clarify the way of estimating the fair rates of
the tasks, a simple example is presented in the following. In
particular, let us assume four tasks of demanded rates 10,
8, 5, and 15, respectively. The weights of the ﬁrst and third
tasks equal 1, while the weights of the second and fourth
tasks equal 2. The overall processor capacity in this example is assumed to be 30. Then, initially the total processor
capacity is divided by 6 (i.e., the sum of the task weights)
and thus a share unit equal to 5 (30/6) is assigned. For
the ﬁrst and second tasks, one share unit (30/6) is assigned
(since their weights are 1) while for the second and four two
share units (60/6) are assigned (since their weights are 2). In
the initial assignment, the second and third task are totally
satisﬁed with a remaining processor rate of 2, which is
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equally shared to the ﬁrst and fourth tasks whose the
demanded rates are not satisﬁed at the initial stage of the
algorithm. In particular, the remaining capacity (i.e.,
the 2) is divided by 3 (the sum of the weights of ﬁrst and
fourth tasks) and a share unit, (equals 2/3) is calculated,
which is assigned to the tasks (1 share unit to the ﬁrst task
and 2 share units to the fourth task). Table 1 presents the
estimated fair rates of the tasks along with the respective
demanded rates and the weights.
5.1.2. Adjusted fair rates estimation
When certain tasks become inactive (e.g., because they
complete execution), more capacity becomes available to
be shared among the active tasks, and therefore the fair
rates of the active tasks should increase. In addition, when
new tasks become active (e.g., because of new arrivals), the
fair rates of existing tasks should decrease. In other words,
the fair computational rate of a task is not really a constant
fi, as assumed before, but it is actually a function of time,
which increases when tasks complete execution, and
decreases when new tasks arrive, resulting in the adjusted
fair rates.
The adjusted fair rates are estimated by re-calculating
the task rates each time a task become active/inactive. This
is performed using the max-min fair sharing scheme only
for the active tasks. Thus, the rate of the ith task is a function of time, i.e., fia ðtÞ. We call this rate, adjusted fair rate.
This approach results in a scheduling scheme that is fairer
than the other approaches.
5.1.3. Fair completion times estimation
Let us denote as tai the adjusted fair completion times,
which are estimated from the adjusted fair task rates. The
adjusted fair completion times are estimated with the following algorithm.
Initially, we assume that the rates fia ðtÞ of all tasks have
been normalized so that the minimum task rate equals 1.
Then, we introduce a variable called the round number,
which deﬁnes the number of rounds of service that has been
completed (e.g., the workload) at a give time. A noninteger round number represents a partial round of service.
The round number depends on the rates of the active tasks
at a given time. In particular, the round number increases
with a rate equal to the sum of the P
rates over all the active
tasks, i.e., with a slope equal to 1= i fia ðtÞ. Thus, the rate
that the round number increases, changes each time the
state of the active tasks changes, i.e., when a new arrival
or a task completion takes place. Therefore, each time

the number of active tasks change, a recalculation of the
round number has to be performed.
Based on the round number, we deﬁne the ﬁnish number
Fi (t) of task Ti at time t as
F i ðtÞ ¼ RðsÞ þ ~xi =fia ðtÞ;

ð23Þ

where s is the last time a change in the number of active
tasks occurred (and therefore the last time that the round
number was re-calculated), and R (s) is the round number
at time s. Fi (t) should be re calculated each time new arrivals or task completions take place. Note that Fi (t) is not the
time that task Ti will complete its execution. It is only a service tag that we will use to select the order in which the
tasks will be assigned to processors. The adjusted fair completion times tai can be computed as the time at which the
round number reaches the estimated ﬁnish number of the
respective task. Thus,
tai : Rðtai Þ ¼ F i ðtai Þ.

ð24Þ

The task adjusted fair completion times determine the
order in which the tasks are considered for execution to
the Grid resources: the task with the earliest adjusted fair
completion time is assigned ﬁrst, followed by the second
earliest, and so on.
Example: Let us concentrate on the four tasks of Table 1
and let us assume that the task workload are 10, 8, 5, and 20,
respectively. The initial task fair rates are the ones presented
in Table 1 (i.e., 5.66, 8.5, and 10.66). At time t = 1, the tasks 2
and 3 complete their execution. Thus, they become inactive.
For this reason, a new fair allocation of the total processor
capacity takes place for the tasks, 1 and 4. In particular,
the total processor capacity of 30 units is shared into 3 parts
(one for the task 1 of weight 1 and 2 for the task 4 of weight 2).
Thus, the adjusted fair rates of the tasks 1 and 4 are estimated
which equal to the demanded rates (10 and 15, respectively).
At time t = 1.43, the task 1 ﬁnishes its execution since the
task workload equals 10. Finally, at t = 1.62 the task 4 ﬁnishes its execution. The adjusted fair rates of the four tasks versus time are presented in Fig. 2 along with their respective
adjusted completion times. Therefore, the task queuing
order is selected as, task 3 ﬁrst, following by task 2, following
by task 1 and then by task 4.
5.2. Processor assignment selection
The processor at which a given task is assigned for execution is estimated through the Earliest Completion Time
(ECT) scheme as described in the following.

Table 1
An example of the Max–Min fair sharing algorithm if the overall processor capacity is 30
Demanded rates

Workload

Weights

First weighted sharing rates

Fair rates

Adjusted completion times

Task order

10
8
5
15

10
8
5
20

1
2
1
2

5
10
5
10

5.66
8
5
10.66

1.43
1
1
1.62

3
2
1
4
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5

d52
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Fig. 3. An example of the Earliest Completion Time (ECT) algorithm for
processor selection in case that the task starting time is estimated as the
processor released time.

0

0.5

1
Time

1.5

2

Fig. 2. The adjusted fair for the tasks of Table 1.

Let us assume that si,j is the time that task Ti starts its
execution on processor j. Then, the estimated completion
ðrunÞ
time of the ith task is given as si;j þ ~ti;j , where we recall
ðrunÞ
that ~ti;j is the predicted runtime for the task Ti on the
ðrunÞ
jth Grid resource. The runtime ~ti;j is calculated through
the Eq. (14). Then, the ECT method selects, among the
M available processors, the one that yields the minimum
estimated completion time, i.e., minimizes the following
quantity,
^j ¼ arg minfsi;j þ ~tðrunÞ
i;j g.

ð25Þ

j2f1;...;Mg

The starting time si,j has to be larger than the ready time di,j
of the task Ti on processor j (i.e., si,j P di,j), which in turn
depends on the ready time at which the respective processor becomes available for executing the task and the communication delay of the task.
One approach is to estimate si,j as the processor release
time, that is, the time at which all tasks that have already
been scheduled on this processor ﬁnish their execution.
Fig. 3 illustrates a scheduling scenario in which (a) the task
queuing order is selected using the EDF algorithm (b) the
processor assignment is selected using the ECT approach
and (c) the task starting time si,j is chosen as the processor
release time.
In this ﬁgure, we assume that all tasks Ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6
request service at time t = 0, the processors have equal
computational capacity, and both processors are initially
idle. We also assume that D1 < D2 <    < D6 and di1 = di2.
Initially, the task T1 of the earliest deadline D1 is assigned
for execution, and processor 1 is chosen (randomly in this
case, since there is tie). Then, task T2 is assigned for execution on processor 2, since this yields the earliest completion
time. In a similar way, we assign the remaining tasks.
Setting the task starting time si,j as the processor release
time makes si,j easy to record and independent of the task
that is about to be scheduled, but it has the drawback that
gaps in the utilization of a processor may be created (see

the gap between the tasks T1 and T3 in Fig. 3), resulting
in a waste of the processor capacity and thus in a deterioration of the scheduling performance. To overcome this
problem, an alternative approach is adopted, which estimates the processor available time more precisely. Particularly, the capacity gaps are examined and in case that a
selected task can be served within a capacity gap it is
assigned to this time interval. Among all candidates time
intervals the one, which provides the earliest completion
time, is selected. Fig. 4 presents how the scheduling of
Fig. 3 is improved by exploiting the capacity gaps. In this
case, the completion time of tasks T5 and T6 is shorter than
that obtained in Fig. 3. In particular, the capacity of processor 2 is better exploited, since the capacity gaps are signiﬁcantly reduced. Also, although the capacity gap of
processor 1 is not reduced, its processing availability
increases, leaving more capacity for scheduling future
tasks.
6. Experimental results
6.1. Grid infrastructure
The aforementioned described architecture has been
implemented in the framework of the GRIA (‘‘Grid

T1
Utilization

Adjusted Fair Rates

15

T3

d 11

d31

T2
t=0 d 22 d62

T4

T5
d52

d 42

Time

T6
Time

Fig. 4. An example of the ECT algorithm for processor selection by
exploiting processor capacity gaps.
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Resources for Industrial Applications’’) and GRIDLAB
(‘‘A Grid Application Toolkit and Testbed’’) European
Union funded projects [31,32]. Fig. 5 presents the architecture implemented in the framework of these projects.
The architecture is discriminated into two main parts;
the client side architecture (Fig. 5(a)) and the server side
architecture (Fig. 5(b)). The main module of the client
side is the task load characterization, the sub-modules
of which are presented in Fig. 1. On the other hand,
the Grid scheduler constitutes the heart of the server side
architecture.
The main parts of the adopted Grid architecture at the
client side are summarized as follows.
6.1.1. Grid application
This module provides an interface required for interacting the user with the Grid infrastructure. The interface is
designed to control a collection of Grid services for the user
desktop, i.e., the deadlines of the submitted tasks, the task
priori-ties and so on.
6.1.2. Workﬂow enactor
This is an intermediate module with interacts with all
modules at the client side. The workﬂow enactor is responsible for activating each time an appropriate module at the
client side.
6.1.3. Task load characterization
This module is responsible for modeling and predicting
the task workload characteristics. This information is then
provided to the architecture of the server side along with
the associated task deadlines so that an appropriate scheduling scheme is accomplished. The main sub-modules of
task load characterization are presented in Fig. 1 (the task
load description, workload prediction, and runtime
estimation).
6.1.4. Grid access authorization
The authorization module checks whether the user is
authorized to access the Grid resources and on which
terms.

a

6.1.6. Grid scheduler
The scheduler is the heart of the server architecture and
determines when (task queuing order) and at which processor (processor assignment) the submitted tasks should be
executed so that the demanded QoS parameters are satisﬁed as much as possible. The scheduler uses information
obtained by the task load characterization module and
the current resource availability.
6.1.7. Negotiation service
In case that the demanded QoS parameters of the submitted tasks can not be satisﬁed (i.e., the task deadlines
are violated), the negotiation service is activated to inform
the users for the violation and ask them whether they are
willing to submit the task with the supported by the Grid
infrastructure QoS parameters.
6.1.8. Resource manager
This module is responsible for sending the submitted
tasks for execution in the Grid resources.
The workload predictor module has been integrated in
the client side of the architecture and has been directly
interfaced with the client GUI. The user of the application,
after initiating an authorization process based on Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) technology, selects the ﬁles that
comprise the job and that will be submitted for execution.
The job will be assigned on a single processor for execution, based on the service proﬁle speciﬁed by the user.
The service proﬁle refers to the speciﬁcation of the quality
of the execution which reﬂects the deadline of the results
submission and the cost that will be allocated for the given
job. While the job is executed, the user can suspend the session and resume it later on. When the job has terminated its
execution, the results will be prompted to the user as a link

Data Encryption

Grid Service
Proxy

Processor
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Selection

Queuing Order
Selection

Data Decryption

Data Signature

Intergity and
Authentication

Negotiation
Service
Data Encryption

Task Load Characterization

Intergity and
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Workload
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Grid Scheduler
Data Decryption

Data Signature

b
Grid Access
Authorization

Grid Application
(User Interface)

6.1.5. Grid service proxy
This module instantiated by the workﬂow enactor to
handle invocation of remote Grid servers, either in the
application or in the negotiation steps.
On the contrary, the main parts of the Grid infrastructure at the server side are the following.

Capacity
Estimation
Resource
Manager

Authorization

Fig. 5. The adopted Grid infrastructure. (a) The client side. (b) The server side.
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where he can download them from, making use of his X.509
certiﬁcate and username/password he has been assigned
explicitly for this purpose. The communication between
the various endpoints is made under the framework of
Web services through the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP). The Application Programming Interface (API)
for the respective functionality of workload prediction and
estimation of the resources capacity and the runtime of a
given task on a selected resource is presented in Table 2.
6.2. Grid resource description
In order to estimate the task workload xi, the resource
vector rj should be available. Vector rj is estimated through
a benchmarking process, which is applied to any resource
of the Grid. The benchmarking process is conducted to
be platform and application independent.
In our experiments, three diﬀerent C++ programs were
developed and integrated in the server side part for providing a reliable estimation of the resource vector. The measured quantities of the resource vector reﬂect the
performance capability of a Grid resource. As CPU speed
measurement, we use the MFLOPs which are the amount
of ﬂoating point division operations that the CPU can process per second. As I/O memory bandwidth measurements
we use the average of input and output MB/s ratios with
50 packets of 1024 KB each, for write and read processes,
respectively. Finally, as I/O disk storage bandwidth measurement, we take the average of input and output KB/s
ratios with 50 packets of 512 KB each, for write and read
processes, respectively. The design of the three C++ programs was performed so that they can be compiled for both
Linux and Microsoft Windows platforms, enabling the
incorporation of heterogeneous operational systems in
the proposed Grid architecture.
In the benchmarking method, adopted in this study,
agent technology has been included. In particular, an agent
is assigned for each resource in the Grid which triggers the
benchmarking procedure on a regular basis by executing a
script containing the three C++ classes. Then, the outcome
comprising the three resource parameters values is stored in
an ASCII ﬁle of pre-determined format. This ﬁle is parsed
by a Java class deployed as Web Service on the server side
and the values as passed to the scheduler for the estimation
of the runtime in each resource, respectively.
Table 3 presents the benchmarking results for 10 selected representative resources of the proposed Grid
infrastructure.

Table 3
Resource parameters values for the 10 representative resources comprising
the examined Grid infrastructure
Grid resource id

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Resource parameters
MFLOPs (rj,1)

Mbytes/s (rj,2)

Kbytes/s (rj,3)

941
2103
400
1982
2341
806
466
987
627
1612

445
1827
116
1014
1974
920
122
457
339
468

10780
23119
5286
21443
27964
13135
9251
15463
11268
9984

6.3. Workload prediction results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
workload prediction model, tasks derived from a real-life
commercial application are considered. In our experiments
the tasks stem from 3D image rendering, which is an interesting commercial application with a wide impact in many
ﬁelds ranging from simulation and design to education,
entertainment and advertisement. 3D image rendering
refers as a process of creating computer generated photo-realistic imaging of complex scenes from 3D synthetic geometrical primitives [33]. A fundamental diﬃculty in
achieving total visual realism of synthetic images is the complexity of the real world (such as reﬂections, refractions,
surface texture, shadows, light conditions, and object irregularities) which results in high demands of processing power
and memory size. For this reason, 3D rendering can be
solved more feasibly and in a reasonably time and cost using
a Grid infrastructure. In our case, the 3D image rendering
tasks have been developed using the Blue Moon Rendering
Tool (BMRT) version 2.6, which is a set of rendering programs and libraries adhering to the RenderMan(TM) standard as set forth by Pixar.
To implement, however, the workload prediction model, a training set of representative 3D rendering tasks
should be constructed. The set contains pairs of appropriate features extracted from each task to describe the
computational complexity along with the respective task
workload. The task workload is estimated through the
runtime estimation model as described in the following
section. In addition, in Section 6.3.2 we present the features extracted for each task to describe the task computational complexity.

Table 2
The API in Java for the workload prediction module and the resource capacity and runtime estimators
double[] inputFileParse (String ﬁlepath, double[] inparams)
double[] restoreWorkloadPredictor(String workpredID, double[] inputArray)
double[] capacityEstimator()
double runtimeEstimator (double[] workLoad , double[] resourceCapacity)
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6.3.1. Runtime estimation model results
Initially, the grid resources are divided into two independent parts. The training resource set, which is responsible
for the estimation of the task workload and the evaluation
resource set, which is used for evaluating the task workload
estimation performance.
A set of diﬀerent 3D image rendering tasks has been
constructed and assigned for execution in all resources of
ðrunÞ
the training resource set. Then, the actual runtime ti;j ,
for all the examined tasks and for all training Grid resourcðrunÞ
es is estimated. Using the actual runtime ti;j and the
resource vectors rj, as they are obtained through the benchmarking process, the estimates ^xi of all tasks are computed
[see Eq. (12a)].
To test the estimation accuracy of the task workload,
the Grid resources of the evaluation set are used. More speciﬁcally, the examined 3D rendering tasks are assigned for
execution in all resources of the evaluation set and then the
ðrunÞ
actual runtime ti;j of these tasks is measured. The actual
runtime of the tasks is compared with the estimated one,
^tðrunÞ
as obtained using Eq. (12b), i.e., the estimated task
i;j
workload and the respective Grid resource vector.
Fig. 6 illustrates the workload estimation accuracy. In
particular, the solid line of Fig. 6 refers to the actual runðrunÞ
time (i.e., the ti;j ) while the dotted line refers to the estiðrunÞ
mated one (i.e., the ^ti;j ) as have been measured on two
Grid resources of the evaluation set. The results have been
derived from 32 representative 3D rendering tasks among
200 examined ones. In Fig. 6, the y-axis is presented in logarithmic form. As can be seen, the runtime estimation model has produced runtime values very close to the actual ones
for all the examined tasks, regardless of the actual time
required for their execution. This means that the model
behaves well both for tasks of low and high computational
complexity and thus it provides an eﬃcient estimation of
the task workload. The square error deﬁned as

a

100000

100000

Task Runtime (sec)

Task Runtime (sec)

6.3.2. Feature extraction results
In our case, the features used to describe the computational complexity of a 3D rendering task are provided by
parsing a RenderMan Interface Bytestream (RIB) formatted ﬁle, which provides a general structure for describing a
synthetic world. RIB format includes information about
the object geometric primitives (such as cylinder, cone,
and sphere), object transformation, object material and
texture, number of light sources, rendering algorithm
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Estimated Runtime
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ð26Þ
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over the two examined Grid resources of the evaluation set
are shown in Fig. 7. The two selected resources are the ﬁrst
two of Table 3, and have been selected so as to show diﬀerent potentialities in terms of MFLOPS/s, disk I/O bandwidth and memory I/O bandwidth. What we can see
from these ﬁgures is that the square error for the workload
prediction of the chosen tasks, can be diﬀerent when executing the same tasks on diﬀerent resource, but the nonlinear prediction module once trained, provides accurate
results. It should be also mentioned that in this ﬁgure,
the error has been plotted versus the task runtime and
not the task number. As can be seen, in the worst case
the error is lower than 14%, while the majority of the runtime estimation error ranges between 4% and 12%, with an
average square error of about 7.5%. Fig. 8 presents the
Q–Q (Quantiles–Quantiles) plots of the actual and the predicted task runtimes over the two examined Grid resources.
In this ﬁgure, the solid line corresponds to perfect ﬁt. The
advantage of the Q–Q plots is that they show all prediction
diﬀerences with the same accuracy, regardless of the value
of actual task runtime. It can be seen that the plotted data
are close to the line of perfect ﬁt, meaning that the proposed runtime model is accurate.
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Fig. 6. The actual ðti;j Þ and the estimated ð^ti;j Þ runtimes for 32 3D image rendering tasks into two Grid resources as obtained using the least square
method of Section 3.2. (a) The ﬁrst resource. (b) The second resource.
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Fig. 7. The error Er between the actual and the estimated runtime for the 32 3D rendering tasks of Fig. 6. (a) For ﬁrst resource, (b) for the second resource.
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Fig. 8. The Q–Q plots of the actual and the estimated task runtime. (a) For ﬁrst resource, (b) for the second resource.

parameters and in general any detail used for creating the
rendered images.
A RIB ﬁle example is presented in Table 4, in which the
synthetic world consists of a cylinder. The cylinder surface
is ‘‘shiny’’, characterized by diﬀuse reﬂection coeﬃcient of
0.2. The statement ‘‘WorldBegin’’ deﬁnes the begin of the
synthetic world, while the statement ‘‘WorldEnd’’ the end
of it. In this particular example, the ray tracing algorithm
has been used for 3D rendering with maximum level of
ray-tree to equal four (4) as indicated by the command line
‘‘option ‘‘render’’ integer max raylevel [4]’’. Perspective
projection is adopted, while image resolution is of 200 ·
Table 4
An example of a RIB ﬁle format
Projection ‘‘perspective’’ ‘‘fov’’ 40
Format 200 150 1
Option ‘‘render’’ ‘‘integer max raylevel’’ [4]
WorldBegin
Cylinder 1 -1 1 360
Surface ‘‘shiny’’ ‘‘Kd’’ [0.2]
WorldEnd

150 pixels as results from ‘‘format’’ statement. Table 5
presents the extracted descriptors used to characterize the
computational complexity of a 3D image rendering task
in case that the Ray Tracing algorithm is used.
An important issue, which aﬀects the rendering workload, is the algorithm used to render a synthetic scene. Several rendering algorithms have been proposed in the
literature, each aﬀecting the computational load with a different way. Among the most popular and most commonly
used is the Ray Tracing algorithm, which is adopted in the
following. For each type of algorithm, diﬀerent descriptors
are extracted and then used for the workload prediction. A
Java class has been designed and developed to parse the
RIB ﬁle that comprises the task and to extract the values
of the respective descriptor parameters so as to pass them
in the Workload Predictor for further processing.
6.3.3. Workload prediction performance
To train the non-linear model, which is used to predict
the task workload, we initially create a measurement set
consisting of 200 pairs of rendering descriptors along with
the respective workload. The measurement set is randomly
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Table 5
The extracted descriptors si used to characterize the workload of 3D rendering Ray tracing algorithms
Descriptor

RIB statement

Ray tracing descriptors
Maximum number of recursive rays
Minimum Shadow distance
Surface shadow property

Option ‘‘render’’ ‘‘integer max raylevel’’ [4]
Option ‘‘render’’ ‘‘ﬂoat minshadowbias’’ [0.01]
Attribute ‘‘render’’ ‘‘string casts shadows’’ [‘‘Os’’]

Other factors
Image resolution (width-height-pixel aspect ratio)
Displacement type
Bounding box coordinates
Patch multiplier
Minimum/Maximum level of subdivision
Surface complexity
Surface material type
Light source type

Format 200 150 1
Attribute ‘‘render’’ ‘‘integer truedisplacement’’ [0]
Attribute ‘‘displacementbound’’ ‘‘string coordinatesystem’’ [‘‘current’’] ‘‘ﬂoat sphere’’ [0]
Attribute ‘‘render’’ ‘‘ﬂoat patch multiplier’’ [1.0]
Attribute ‘‘render’’ ‘‘ﬂoat patch maxlevel’’ [256] Attribute ‘‘render’’ ‘‘ﬂoat patch minlevel’’ [1]
For example: PatchMesh ‘‘bicubic’’ 13 ‘‘nonperiodic’’ 10 ‘‘nonperiodic’’ ‘‘P’’
Surface ‘‘shiny’’ ‘‘Kd’’ [.1] ‘‘Kr’’ [0.5] ‘‘Ka’’ [0.1]
For example: LightSource ‘‘pointlight’’ 1 ‘‘from’’ [0100]

The ‘‘[ ]’’ refers to the default value of parameter.

partitioned into three disjoint sets; the training set, the
validation set and the test set. The training and the validation set is used to estimate the model parameters using the
least squares Marquardt–Levenberg algorithm [27]. The
test set is responsible for evaluating the performance of
the non-linear model. The 60% of data of the measurement
set comprises the training set, while the rest 40% are equally divided for the validation and the test set.
Fig. 9 illustrates the relative squared error of the actual
workload (as provided using the method of Section 4.2)
and the predicted one (as provided by the non-linear model), for the 50 samples of the test set. The error is expressed
as
Ep ¼

~k
k^
xx
 100%;
k^
xk

ð27Þ

where iÆi denotes the L2-norm. As can be seen, the error is less
than 20% in the worst case, with an average value being equal
to 14%. These error values point out the signiﬁcance and
validity of the non-linear workload prediction model that
has been designed and proposed in this paper, since it gives
a well-bound prediction of a rendering task workload.
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Fig. 9. The prediction error as obtained from the proposed non-linear
model for 50 3D rendering tasks outside the training set.

6.4. Scheduling
For the scheduling results, initially we deﬁne the normalized load of the Grid infrastructure as follows
P
Xi
q¼ i ;
ð28Þ
C
where we recall that Xi is the demanded task rate and C the
total processor capacity.
Fig. 10(a) presents the scheduling eﬃciency as obtained
using three diﬀerent scheduling algorithms; the proposed
fair scheduling scheme (AFTOS), the Earliest Deadline
First (EDF), and the First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy. The results have been obtained by submitting 40 real ﬁle
3D rending tasks to the Grid infrastructure presented in
Section 6.1. For each 3D rendering task, the workload
prediction module is activated to provide an approximate
of the actual task complexity, which is then used for the
scheduling policies.
In this ﬁgure the scheduling eﬃciency is measured as
the relative error between the demanded task rates and the
actual schedulable rates,


X X i  X ci 
EX ¼
;
ð29Þ
Xi
i
where X ci is the actual rate of the ith task. The actual task
rates equals X ci ¼ fX i ; 0g for the FCFS and EDF scheduling scheme (depending whether the task are assigned for
execution or not) and X ci ¼ ri for the AFTOS policy. In this
ﬁgure the error E1 has been plotted versus the normalized
load q. As is observed, the proposed Grid fair scheduling
algorithm outperforms the traditional scheduling policies
for all values of normalized load (smaller values of error
E1). The ﬂuctuation in the values of error E1 are due to
the fact that the results have been obtained using real life
3D rendering tasks.
Fig. 10(b) presents the scheduling eﬃciency as measured
by the average relative deviation of the demanded task
deadlines to the actual task completion times,
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Fig. 10. The evaluation performance of three scheduling schemes, the First Come First Serve (FCFS), the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and the Adjusted
Fair Task Order (AFTO). (a) The error EX and (b) the error ED.



1 X Di  maxðDci ; Di Þ
ED ¼
;
N i
Di

ð30Þ

where Di is the requested deadline and Dci is the actual completion time of the ith task. Note that tasks whose actual
completion time are smaller than their respective deadlines
do not contribute to ED. Again, we observe that the proposed fair Grid scheduling algorithm yields much better
eﬃciency compared to the FCFS and EDF policies.
Fig. 11 present an example of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) initially implemented in the framework of the
GRIA project. In particular, Fig. 11(a) presents the initial
GUI, where the user selects the type of application (i.e.,
rendering, ﬁnite element method), while Fig. 11(b) presents
the GUI where the task information are deﬁned by the user
(i.e., task deadline or the task workload as predicted by the
load characterization/prediction module, location of the
input ﬁles, selection of services class, etc.).
7. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we present a fair Grid scheduling scheme
incorporated with an eﬃcient non-linear task workload

prediction mechanism for enhancing the capabilities of
Grid computing in satisfying the negotiated QoS requirements set by the users. The task workload prediction is
achieved by modeling the task workload through a nonlinear function, the parameters of which are estimated
using concepts derived from functional analysis. More speciﬁcally, initially appropriate descriptors are extracted
from each task to describe its computational complexity.
Then, the non-linear relationship of the extracted descriptors and the task workload is modeled as a ﬁnite number
of known functional components. The contribution of each
functional component to the non-linear relation (i.e., the
model coeﬃcients) is estimated by a second order training
algorithm, such as the Marquardt–Levenberg approach
using a training set of appropriate samples.
The pairs of the training set are the task load descriptors
and the respective task workload. However, the desired
task workload cannot be measured, in contrast to the task
runtime on a particular resource. For this reason an optimal estimate of the task workload is accomplished by
applying a least squares algorithm, which exploits information of the actual task run times on several resources and
simultaneously takes into account the resource capacity.

Fig. 11. Examples of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) used in the experiments in the adopted Grid infrastructure. (a) The sign in GUI. (b) The task
parameters GUI.
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A fair scheduling scheme is implemented for assigning the
tasks to the most appropriate processors for execution. In
our case, the task queuing order is selected with respect to
the adjusted task fair completion times, which are calculated
from the task fair rates, taking into account new arrivals and
tasks completions. On the contrary, processor assignment is
performed using the Earliest Completion Time (ECT) modiﬁed so that processors gaps are examined.
The proposed architecture has been implemented in a
Grid infrastructure in the framework of GRIA and
GRIDLAB European Union funded Research projects.
Our study has been shown that the demanded QoS users’
parameters are satisﬁed in a better and a fairer way. This
is due to the fact that in the proposed architecture, we
achieve very good performance in task workload prediction and therefore in task runtime estimation, which signiﬁcantly enhances the scheduling performance. On the
other hand, the proposed fair scheduling scheme outperforms the traditional scheduling approaches in the sense
that it handles the demanded for execution tasks in a fair
way.
One issue for further investigation is to introduce an
adaptable non-linear workload prediction mechanism so
as to increase the prediction accuracy in complicated
real-life applications. The proposed workload prediction
scheme assumes that tasks derive from a speciﬁc class of
applications and therefore the non-linear relation between
the workload descriptors and the task actual load (nonlinear workload model) is constant. To overcome this constraint, adaptable non-linear modeling is required able to
update the non-linear relation according to the current task
characteristics.
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